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The steep mountains and dense jungles of New Guinea swallowed up the wreckage of about 350

crashed Allied aircraft during World War II and few have been found. This story of the discovery,

excavation, and identification of the remains of the pilots and crew of one B-24 tells in understated

fashion the ripples of anguish sent out by this isolated tragedyfrom the effect on the recovery team

and the Army forensic specialists in Hawaii who carefully assemble the few weathered bones to

reveal their identity, to the victims' families, drawn again 39 years later into mourning. A slim though

affecting look at a facet of war too easy to overlook. Mel D. Lane, Sacramento, Cal.Copyright 1986

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

charming piece, well written, straightforward story with medical forensic detectionif you subscribe to

the New Yorker, you can find this in their online archives

An absorbing account of how a B-24 bomber and its crew, lost during a WW II flight in Papua New

Guinea, were found, identified, and restored to their families. The science & history are excellent,

the personal histories of the WW II crew are fascinating and heart-breaking, and the account of the

modern military officers & NCOs who brought the crew and related evidence back to the Army lab

that identified them is both funny & spot-on. This book stands the test of time and compares

favorably with the more recent work called "Vanished" by Wil Hylton. Highly recommended.



This book reminds us of the ultimate cost of war. We visit a crashsite that lies undisturbed where it

was swallowed up in a New Guinea rain forrest decades before. The plane lies in pieces with many

articles curiously intact, and unidentified bones lie strewn about. It was my first introduction to

identifying the dead from the dna stored inside, as I read this long before CSI ever hit the airwaves.

What stuck me most was how family members felt that their long lost relatives were at last found.

Some had old nagging questions answered, while others felt it was almost annoying to have old

ghosts revisit their lives. In my own family, we still tell the story of a lad of eighteen who never came

home from the Civil War, and remember his mother and siblings and some of his friends. We hold

dear the letters he sent home along with his photos. Most of the families who have lost men from

that war have long forgotten them, and now it is happening to the dead of World War Two. Their

parents are now long gone. Their children still hold dear the vague memories they have of their

fathers if they ever met them at all. Some of their wives never remarried and still think of them daily,

still missing their young men into their own old age. Some of them moved on long ago, and don't

want to open old wounds by remembering the past. Their brothers and sisters have never stopped

missing them. You will always see them salute the flag when it passes in parades. The technical

portions in this book are very well explained, and long dead young men come back to life, but for

me, the most thought provoking pages described how men gone missing in war are remembered,

and then almost without exception lost in the mists of time.

good memory. so fast, receive it next day , best product Really nice sharp product. i need it ,

The author discusses the discovery of a crashed bomber in Papua New Guinea and the expedition

to recover the remains, then describes the painstaking process of identifying the remains, and finally

tells the story of the fatal flight and the men who were on the aircraft. This was an interesting book

throughout; especially poignant were the descriptions of the family members who finally learned the

fate of their loved ones more than forty years later. The New Guinea campaign and the role of the

Fifth Air Force have been relatively neglected in histories of World War Two.

Boring story about an interesting subject.

I wish "Book Titles" would be more descriptive (at least in "Sub-Titles")[Who, What, When, Where,

Why]It took me awhile, to find out this book was about...[Who] - "WEEZIE" 5th AF, 90th BG, 320th

BS[What] - WWII B-24 Liberator Heavy Bomber (found)[When] - 1980s[Where] - 30 miles northeast



of Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, Australia[Why] - I won't give away any secrets! You'll have to

read the "Book"...Images of "WEEZIE" can also be found on (Alphabetically)...
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